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Stage 1 – Identify Desired Results 
Established Goals 
After completing this unit, students will… 

1. Understand and demonstrate the two important concepts of visual lead time and 

following distance and how those concepts relate to defensive driving. 

2. Describe and discuss the key differences of driving in rural, urban and multi-lane 

settings. 

3. Demonstrate the ability to identify and respond to changing light, visibility and weather 

conditions while driving. 

 
 

Essential Questions 

1.1 How can we effectively 

manage visibility while 

driving at different speeds? 

1.2 Why is it necessary to manage 

time and space around your 

vehicle and how does this 

change at different speeds? 

 

2.1 What are the inherent 

risks of driving in a rural 

setting? 

2.2 What key driving 

strategies are necessary 

when driving in an urban 

setting? 

2.3 What are the important 

concepts to understand 

when entering, driving on 

and exiting a multi-lane 

highway? 

 

3.1 Why is driving at night 

more dangerous? 

3.2 How do changing 

weather conditions 

influence our visual lead 

time and following 

distance? 

3.3 What comfort and 

control systems can be 

used and adjusted to 

help us minimize risk 

behind the wheel in 

changing light and 

weather conditions? 

 

Desired Understandings 

1.1 Visual lead time plays an 

important role in the early 

identification of potential 

conflicts within a vehicle’s 

intended path of travel. 

 

1.2 Proper following distance 

must be maintained at all 

times and at all speeds to help 

prevent vehicular collisions. 

 

2.1  There are many different 

driving situations and 

settings that can 

influence vehicular 

control. 

2.2 Different roadway 

surroundings require a 

driver to understand the 

changes in visual 

perceptions and 

following distances. 

2.3 Changes in vehicle speed 

require continuous 

adaptations to visual 

3.1 Respond and adjust 

visual patterns 

appropriately to 

changing light and 

weather conditions. 

3.2 Manage space and time 

around their vehicle 

based on speed and 

weather conditions. 

3.3 Identify and describe 

specific car controls and 

vehicle procedures to 

help reduce risk in 
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patterns, vehicle control 

and following distances. 

 

changing light and 

weather conditions. 

 

Key Knowledge and Skills 

Students will know… 

1.1 How to incorporate an 

appropriate visual lead time 

based on vehicle speed as well 

as environmental and weather 

conditions. 

1.2 How to incorporate an 

appropriate following distance 

based on vehicle speed as well 

as environmental and weather 

conditions. 

 

2.1 Why it is important to 

understand changing 

driving conditions in a 

rural, urban and multi-

lane setting. 

2.2 How to reduce risk and 

mange space in different 

driving settings. 

2.3 The specific strategies 

necessary to remain safe 

on all roadways in the 

highway transportation 

system. 

 

 

 

3.1 How visibility is 

affected in changing 

light and weather 

conditions. 

3.2 How to reduce risk and 

manage space in 

changing light and 

weather conditions. 

3.3 There are specific 

controls and procedures 

to help manage space 

and reduce risk when 

driving in changing light 

and weather conditions. 

 

Students will be able to… 

1.1 Determine an appropriate 

visual lead time based on 

vehicle speed as well as 

environmental and weather 

conditions. 

1.2 Determine an appropriate 

following distance based on 

vehicle speed as well as 

environmental and weather 

conditions. 

 

2.1 Recognize and 

understand how driving 

changes and adapts in 

rural, urban and multi-

lane settings. 

2.2 Identify appropriate 

techniques and 

procedures in order to 

properly manage risk, 

time, and space on all 

roadways in the highway 

transportation system. 

2.3 Implement specific 

driving strategies to help 

keep students safe on all 

the roadways that make 

up the highway 

transportation system. 

 

3.1 Respond and adjust 

visual patterns 

appropriately to 

changing light and 

weather conditions. 

3.2 Manage space and time 

around their vehicle 

based on speed and 

weather conditions. 

3.3 Identify and describe 

specific car controls and 

vehicle procedures to 

help reduce risk in 

changing light and 

weather conditions. 
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Audience 
This unit is designed for high school driver education students, ages 16-18, who are enrolled in a Driver 

and Traffic Safety Training Course. 

 

Stage 2 – Determine Acceptable Evidence 
Goal 1 Goal 2 Goal 3 

Performance Tasks 

Space, Vision Time Activities 
- Students will demonstrate 
and explain the relationship 
between head and eye 
position and maintaining 
appropriate visual space 
margins. In addition, students 
will demonstrate and explain 
the importance of 
maintaining an adequate 
“space cushion” when driving 
a motor vehicle. 
 
Small Group Activity & Class 
Discussion – Students will 
demonstrate their ability to 
apply the concepts learned to 
a variety of driving scenarios. 
In addition, students will 
demonstrate the ability to 
explain the application of the 
concepts to others. 
 
Short Quiz - Students will 
demonstrate their knowledge 
of the visual lead time and 
following distance margins 
and rules, as well as, the 
Smith System and SIPDE 
approach to defensive 
driving, by successfully 
completing a written quiz on 
those topics 

 
 

BTW & Class Discussion 
Student will document BTW 
observations of driving 
strategies with special 
attention to traffic density 
and changing driving speeds. 
Observations will focus on 
the following items: changes 
in driving when driving in 
different settings; vehicular 
speed changes; and/or 
changes as traffic and 
population increases or 
decreases? 
Students will reflect on, and 
document, some of the more 
important driving strategies 
they observed, as well as, 
some things they may have 
done differently if they were 
driving the vehicle. Students 
will incorporate concepts 
from the previous lesson 
including, following distance 
and visual lead time in their 
conclusions.  
 

Short Quiz - Students will 
demonstrate their 
knowledge of the visual 
space and following distance 
guidelines and strategies by 
successfully completing a 
written quiz on those topics 
 

Class Discussion 
The students will report the 
strategies they developed 
for a variety of visibility 
hazards. A master list will 
be compiled on the 
blackboard for the “best 
practices” for each visibility 
hazard. All students are 
encouraged to participate 
in the discussion, and 
record the compiled list in 
their notebooks. 
 
 
Short Quiz - Students will 
demonstrate their 
knowledge of the 
adaptation of driving 
strategies for varying 
weather and visibility 
hazards by successfully 
completing a written quiz 
on those topics 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Other Evidence 

BTW Activity - The student will 
successfully calculate appropriate 
visual lead times and following 
distances based on their vehicles 

BTW Activity - Students will 
apply the skills and 
strategies learned in three 
separate driving sessions to 

BTW Activity – The student 
will be able to successfully 
demonstrate a blind spot 
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speed, using the counting 
method.  Students will 
successfully calculate visual lead 
time and following distance by 
counting out loud while driving. 
This will determine the VLT and 
FD they will need to employ while 
driving at different speeds. 
 

include a city, rural and 
expressway setting. The 
BTW instructor will note 
how well students were able 
to effectively modify and 
employ appropriate driving 
strategies for each setting, 
and share those 
observations with both the 
student and the classroom 
teacher. 
 

check on all lateral 
maneuvers. 

Student Self-Assessment and Reflection 

Journal Activity 
Students will reflect on, and write 
about, the techniques they have 
learned about in this lesson to 
establish and maintain 
appropriate visual space and 
following distance as vehicle 
speed, the driving environment, 
and weather conditions vary. 

Journal Activity 
The students will compile a 
list of best practices. Visual 
lead time and following 
distance changes for vehicle 
speeds should be noted, as 
well as, adaptation to 
different traffic density and 
settings.  

Journal Activity 

The student will compile a 
list of “best practices” for 
adapting driving strategies 
when encountering 
weather and visibility 
hazards. 

 

Stage 3 – Plan Learning Experience 
 Activity W, H, E1, R, E21 

Goal 1 

1. Space, Vision, Time Activities   

2. Presentation      

3. Group Activity & Class Discussion   

4. Short Quiz      

5. Journal Activity     

6. Supporting BTW Activity    

 

W, H, E1, E2 

W, H, E1 

E1, E2 

E2 

R, E2 

W, H, E1, R, E2 

Goal 2 

1. In Car Observation & Reflection    

2. Reflection and Class Discussion    

3. Presentation       

4. Journal Activity      

5. Short Quiz       

W, H. E1, R, E2 

W, E1, R 

W, H, E1E2 

R, E2 

E2 

                                                      
1 W,H,E1,R,E2 – an acronym for considering and self-assessing the key elements and logic of a learning plan.  

W: Where – ensuring that the student sees the big picture, has answers to the “why?” questions, knows the final performance 

expectations 

H: Hook – immersing the student immediately in the ideas and issues of the unit, engaging the student 

E1: Equip and Experience – providing the student with tools, resources, skills and information needed to achieve the desired 

understandings and accomplish the performance tasks 

R: Rethink – enhance understanding by shifting perspective, considering different theories, challenging prior assumptions, 

introducing new evidence, providing the opportunity to revise/polish prior work 

E2: Evaluate – ensuring that students get diagnostic and formative feedback and opportunities to self-assess and self-adjust 
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6. BTW Supporting Activity     

 

 

W, H, E1, R, E2 

Goal 3 

1. Group Activity      

2. Class Discussion     

3. Presentation and Class Discussion   

4. Short Quiz 

5. Journal Activity      

6. Supporting BTW Activity    

 

W, H, E1, R  

W, E1, E2 

W, H, E1 

E2 

E1, R, E2 

W, H, E1, R, E2 

 

Technology/Resources 

Internet Access, Ability to Project Slides/Videos, Black/White Board or Easel, Note Pads, 
Student Notebook, Student Journals 
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11.1 Visual Lead Time and Following Distance 

 
 

Section Goal: After successfully completing this lesson, students will understand 
and demonstrate the important defensive driving principles of visual lead time 
and following distance. 

Essential Questions: 
1. How can we effectively manage visibility while driving at different speeds? 

2. Why is it necessary to manage time and space around your vehicle and how does this 

change at different speeds? 

Desired Understandings: 
1. Visual lead time plays an important role in the early identification of potential conflicts 

within a vehicle’s intended path of travel. 

2. Proper following distance must be maintained at all times and at all speeds to help 

prevent vehicular collisions. 

Key Knowledge and Skills 
Students will know… 

1. How to incorporate an appropriate visual lead time based on vehicle speed as well as 

environmental and weather conditions. 

2. How to incorporate an appropriate following distance based on vehicle speed as well as 

environmental and weather conditions. 

Students will be able to… 
1. Determine an appropriate visual lead time based on vehicle speed as well as 

environmental and weather conditions. 

2. Determine an appropriate following distance based on vehicle speed as well as 

environmental and weather conditions. 

Learning Experience Outline (items in bold represent assessment 
activities): 

1. Space, Vision, Time Activities  W, H, E1, E2 

2. Presentation     W, H, E1 

3. Group Activity & Class Discussion  E1, E2 

4. Short Quiz     E2 

5. Journal Activity    R, E2 

6. Supporting BTW Activity   W, H, E1, R, E2 
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Chapter 11.1 - Visual Lead Time and Following Distance Learning 
Experience Activities: 

 

1. Space, Vision, Time Activities 

Begin the lesson by having the students assemble in an open area such as a hallway or gym. 
Briefly explain the importance of understanding and employing skills to maintain an 
appropriate visual space and following distance when driving. To illustrate and reinforce this 
understanding, have the students engage in the Visual Space and Following Distance Activities 
found in the attached sample resources.  

o Media/Resources/Technology: 

o Large open area such as a hallway, gym, or parking lot. Note – If space is limited 

the activities can be performed by a small group of the students and the 

remainder of the class observe and record their suggestions for safe visual space 

and following distance. 

o Traffic Cones or similar device 

Instructions:  
  Visual Space Activity –This activity is designed to help the students understand and 
demonstrate appropriate visual lead time at different speeds of travel. Have the students 
spread out in a large unrestricted area such as gym, parking lot, large classroom etc.. Instruct 
the students to look down toward the floor and walk in a straight line. After a minute or so stop 
them and next ask them to lift their heads and eyes up and out. Have them again attempt to 
walk in a straight line. After one minute or so question the students on which of the two tasks 
was easier? Next ask them from which head and eye position more efficient driving comes 
from. 
Following Distance Activity – This activity is designed to help students calculate following 
distance at different speeds of travel. Have the students form lines of approximately 4 or 5 
students. Again you can use a large area or hallway for this activity. Place cones down the 
hallway about 20 feet apart. Instruct the line leader to begin slowly walking on your cue. The 
second person will count one thousand one, one thousand two on that same teacher cue and 
also begin to walk slowly maintaining that two second distance. The rest of the line members 
will begin counting when the person ahead of them starts to walk. The activity can be modified 
by changing the line leaders pace. Once the pace is modified all the walkers behind the line can 
use the cones as reference points to re-check their two second following distance. At the 
conclusion of the exercise ask the students about the difficulty or ease of maintaining the 
following distance at different levels of speed. Quiz them on what needed to be done at faster 
speeds and at lower speeds. 

2. Presentation & Class Discussion 

Building on the vision and space concepts illustrated in the opening activity the Teacher will 
provide a brief presentation which explains and illustrates the key knowledge and skills 
targeted. 

Materials/Resources and Technology needed: a means to present digital slides and 
videos, Internet access, Slides and/or Videos focused on Visual Space and Following 
Distance (see sample resources) 
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Instructions: The Instructor provides a presentation that focuses on understanding how time 
and space impact the intended path of travel and establishing and maintaining visual margins 
and safe following distance. The presentation should introduce the general rules applied to 
maintaining a “safety cushion” including techniques for gaging following distance, such as 
counting seconds or using reference points/objects. The presentation should also the two 
defensive driving systems- The Smith System and SIPDE. Utilizing digital slides and/or videos 
which define, explain, and illustrate or demonstrate these key concepts and skills will enhance 
the effectiveness of the presentation. Have the students discuss the key concepts and skills 
from the lesson and record them in their notebooks. 

3. Small Group Activity and Classroom Discussion 

Divide the class into small groups to discuss how vehicle speed, physical environment, and 
weather conditions will effect both visual space and following distance. 

 Materials necessary include: a black/white board, an activity handout, and notepads for 
each group. 

 
Instructions: The objective of the small group activity is to have the students reflect on margins 
and rules explained in the presentation and determine how they will apply that knowledge in a 
variety of different driving scenarios.  Each group will be provided with a driving scenario which 
illustrates specific traffic and/or others sharing the roadway, environment (residential, divided 
highway, urban, rural, etc.), and current weather/roadway conditions. The students will be 
tasked with developing a consensus approach to establishing both a safe visual space and 
following distance; explaining the rules and margins they employed to arrive at their 
conclusion. Have each group show the class their assigned scenario and instruct the class on 
how the space and vision margins and rules would be applied for this given driving situation. 
Have the group field questions from the class as they arise. 
 

4. Short Quiz 
Assess the knowledge and skills the students are taking from this lesson by having the students 
complete a short quiz focusing on the key concepts and skills conveyed. 
 Materials: teacher constructed brief quiz. (See sample resources for an example) 
Instructions: Administer a brief quiz on the visual lead time and following distance concepts 
from this lesson. When you grade and return the quiz, review the correct responses and 
respond to any student questions or misunderstandings. 
 

5. Journal Activity 
Following the presentation have the students reflect on, and write about, the techniques they 
have learned about in this lesson to establish and maintain appropriate visual space and 
following distance as vehicle speed, the driving environment, and weather conditions vary. 
 Materials needed: Notebook (for reference), and Student Journal  
 

4. Supporting BTW Activity 
Student will demonstrate proper use of visual lead time and following distance strategies. 
Instructions: The student will successfully calculate appropriate visual lead times and following 
distances based on their vehicles speed, using the counting method.  Students will successfully 
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calculate visual lead time and following distance by counting out loud while driving. This will 
determine the VLT and FD they will need to employ while driving at different speeds. These 
strategies will be employed at all times behind the wheel. Students will understand the 
inherent risks when these two strategies are not employed. 
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11.2 Driving in Rural, Urban and Multi-Lane Settings 

Section Goal: After successfully completing this lesson students will understand 
all of the major roadways that make up the Highway Transportation System and 
how to manage risk and remain safe while driving on these roads. 

Essential Questions: 

1. What are the inherent risks of driving in a rural setting? 

2. What key driving strategies are necessary when driving in an urban setting? 

3. What are the important concepts to understand when entering, driving on and exiting a 

multi-lane highway? 

Desired Understandings: 
1. There are many different driving situations and settings that influence vehicle control. 

2. Identify appropriate techniques and procedures in order to properly manage risk, time, 

and space on all roadways in the highway transportation system. 

3. Implement specific driving strategies to help keep students safe on all roadways that 

make up the highway transportation system 

Key Knowledge and Skills: 

Students will know… 
1. Why it is important to understand changing driving conditions in a rural, urban and multi-
lane setting. 
2. How to reduce risk and mange space in different driving settings.   
3. The specific strategies necessary to remain safe on all roadways that make up the highway 
transportation system. 
Students will be able to… 

1. Recognize and understand how driving changes and adapts in rural, urban and multi-

lane settings. 

2. Identify appropriate techniques and procedures in order to properly manage risk, time, 

and space on all roadways in the highway transportation system. 

3. Implement specific driving strategies to help keep students safe on all the roadways that 

make up the highway transportation system. 

Learning Experience Outline (items in bold represent Assessment 
Activities): 

1. In Car Observation & Reflection   W, H. E1, R, E2 

2. Reflection and Class Discussion   W, E1, R 

3. Presentation      W, H, E1 

4. Journal Activity     R, E2 

5. Short Quiz      E2 

6. BTW Supporting Activity    W, H, E1, R, E2 
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Learning Experience Activities: 

 

1. In-Car Observation and Reflection 
Prior to this session, have the students complete the following BTW observation and reflection 
assignment to assist students to begin focusing on how visual lead time and following distance 
is impacted when driving in different driving environments.  

o Media/Technology/Resources 

o Notebook and a pen 

 
Instructions: While riding as a passenger in a car have student observe driving strategies of the 
driver, as well as, other drivers on the road with special attention to traffic density and changing 
driving speeds. Have student bring a notebook on the drive to write down their observations on 
the following items: How does driving strategy change when driving in different driving 
settings? How does driving skill change with changes in vehicular speed? How does driving 
change as traffic and population increases or decreases? Have the student reflect on, and 
document, some of the more important driving strategies they observed, as well as, some things 
they may have done differently if they were driving the vehicle. Encourage students to 
incorporate concepts from the previous lesson including, following distance and visual lead time 
in their conclusions.  
 

2. Reflection and Class Discussion 
Have the students review their notes from the In-car Observation exercise and share some of 
their observation.  

o Media/Technology/Resources 

o Black/white board or easel, Student Notebooks 

Instructions: Based on the observations shared by the students compile a list of the various 
driving strategies they observed and the setting. Reflect with the class on some of the more 
important driving strategies they observed. Brainstorm with the students how a 
situation/setting they observed might have been addressed differently. 

3. Presentation & Class Discussion 
Building on the driving strategies and concepts illustrated in the opening activities, the Teacher 
will provide a brief presentation which explains and illustrates the key knowledge and skills 
targeted. 

o Materials/Resources and Technology needed: a means to present digital slides 
and videos, Internet access, Slides and/or Videos focusing on driving strategies 
for varying traffic and settings. (see sample resources) 

 
Instructions: The Instructor provides a presentation that focuses on employing a variety of 
driving considerations and strategies depending on the environmental setting. The presentation 
should incorporate the following concepts: 

1. The Highway Transportation System including the three major driving 

environments 
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2. Rural Driving 

3. City Driving 

4. Multi-Lane Driving including entering, driving on and exiting an expressway 

5. Reinforce all of the special visibility, time and space management strategies of all 

three settings 

6. How do these concepts relate to the observations discussed at the opening 

reflection activity? 

Utilizing digital slides and/or videos which define, explain, and illustrate or demonstrate these 
key concepts and skills will enhance the effectiveness of the presentation. Have the students 
discuss the key concepts and skills from the lesson and record them in their notebooks. 

 

4. Journal Activity 
Have the student use their notes from the opening activities and the presentation to compile a 
list of best practices and record them in their student journal. 

o Materials/Resources/Technology 

o Student Journal and pen 

Instructions: Have the student use their notes from the observation activity and class 
discussion, in combination with their self-reflection, to compile a list of best practices. Visual 
lead time and following distance changes for vehicle speeds should be noted, as well a, driver 
adaptation to different traffic density and settings. 
 

5. Short Quiz 
6. Assess the knowledge and skills the students are taking from this lesson by having the 

students complete a short quiz focusing on the key concepts and skills conveyed. 
7.  Materials: teacher constructed brief quiz. (See sample resources for an example) 
8. Instructions: Administer a brief quiz on the driving in urban, rural and multi-lane 

settings conditions and settings concepts from this lesson. When you grade and return 
the quiz, review the correct responses and respond to any student questions or 
misunderstandings. 

. 

 

9. BTW Supporting Activity 
Students will take their knowledge of the highway transportation out onto the roads in three 
separate driving sessions’ city, rural and expressway. In each session, the BTW instructor will 
reinforce how driving strategies are modified for each setting. The BTW instructor will note how 
well students were able to effectively modify and employ appropriate driving strategies for 
each setting, and share those observations with both the student and the classroom teacher. 
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11.3 Adapting for Changing Light, Visibility and Weather Conditions 

 
1. Section Goal: After successfully completing this lesson students will be able to 

demonstrate the ability to identify and respond to changing light, visibility and weather 

conditions while driving. 

Essential Questions: 
1. Why is driving at night more dangerous? 

2. How do changing weather conditions influence our visual lead time and following 

distance? 

3. What comfort and control systems can be used and adjusted to help us minimize risk 

behind the wheel in changing light and weather conditions? 

Desired Understandings: 

1. Respond and adjust visual patterns appropriately to changing light and weather 

conditions. 

2. Manage space and time around their vehicle based on speed and weather conditions. 

3. Identify and describe specific car controls and vehicle procedures to help reduce risk in 

changing light and weather conditions 

Key Knowledge and Skills: 

Students will know… 
1. How visibility is affected in changing light and weather conditions. 

2. How to reduce risk and manage space in changing light and weather conditions. 

3. There are specific controls and procedures to help manage space and reduce risk when 

driving in changing light and weather conditions. 

Students will be able to… 
1. Decide on an appropriate visual lead time based on vehicle speed as well as 

environmental and weather conditions. 

2. Decide on an appropriate following distance based on vehicle speed as well as 

environmental and weather conditions. 

3. Recognize and understand how driving changes and adapts in rural, urban and multi-

lane settings. 

Learning Experience Outline (items in bold represent Assessment 
Activities): 

1. Group Activity     W, H, E1, R   

2. Class Discussion    W, E1, E2 

3. Presentation and Class Discussion  W, H, E1 

4. Short Quiz     E2 

5. Journal Activity     E1, R, E2 

6. Supporting BTW Activity   W, H, E1, R, E2 
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11.3 Adapting for Changing Light, Visibility, and Weather Conditions 
Learning Experience Activities 

1. Group Activity 
Begin this session by having the students work in small groups to compiling a list of strategies to 
help minimize risk as they encounter weather and other variables that impact safe driving.  

o Materials/Resources/Technology 

o Climate/Weather cue cards, notebook and pen 

Instructions: Begin the session by having the students divide into small groups. Each group will 
be tasked with climate or weather condition that affects visibility while they are driving. 
Instructions: Have the students divide into small groups of around 5 or 6 students. Hand out a 
paper that describes weather or climate condition that could affect their visibility while driving. 
The groups will be tasked with compiling a list of strategies they could use to help them 
minimize risk in each situation. The list should include strategies to incorporate before and 
during a drive.    
 

2. Class Discussion 
After meeting with their groups students will participate in a discussion of “best practices” and 
the instructor will compile a master list of the strategies mentioned by the groups. 

o Materials/Resources/Technology 

o Whiteboard, blackboard, easel, or SMART board 

 
Instructions: Have the groups report the strategies they developed for each visibility hazard. A 
list will be compiled on the blackboard for the best practices for each visibility hazard. All 
students are encouraged to participate in the discussion, and record the compiled list in their 
notebooks. 
 

3. Presentation & Class Discussion 
To help reinforce the previous class discussion on best practices for different visibility hazards, 
the instructor will provide a presentation that focuses on the strategies employed when difficult 
weather and/or visibility conditions occur. 

o Materials/Resources and Technology needed: a means to present digital slides 
and videos, Internet access, slides and/or videos that focus on Weather and 
Visibility (see sample resources) 

 
Instructions: The Instructor provides a presentation that focuses on employing a variety of 
driving considerations and strategies depending on the weather and visibility conditions. The 
presentation should focus on strategies used to minimize risk for different visibility and weather 
hazards, the students may encounter when driving. Video demonstrations of how driving 
strategies are employed to minimize risk in varying weather and climate conditions, should also 
be included in the presentation. 
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4. Short Quiz 
Assess the knowledge and skills the students are taking from this lesson by having the students 
complete a short quiz focusing on the key concepts and skills conveyed. 

o Materials: teacher constructed brief quiz. (See sample resources for an example) 
 

Instructions: Administer a brief quiz on the adaptation of driving strategies for varying weather 
and visibility concepts from this lesson. When you grade and return the quiz, review the correct 
responses and respond to any student questions or misunderstandings. 
 

5. Journal Activity 
Have the student use their notes from the opening activities and the presentation to compile a 
list of best practices and record them in their student journal. 

o Materials/Resources/Technology 

o Student Journal and pen 

Instructions: Have the student use their notes from the observation activity and class 
discussion, in combination with their self-reflection, to compile a list of best practices for 
adapting driving strategies based on weather and visibility hazards. 

 

6. Supporting BTW Activity 
Have the students demonstrate and understand the principal of “blind spots.” 
Instructions: During in-car session students will be able to successfully demonstrate a blind spot 
check on all lateral maneuvers. Student will understand where these blind spots are located in 
order to perform the check properly. Student will understand the inherent risk of failing to check 
the blind spot every time a lateral maneuver is performed 
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Supplemental Materials Appendices: 
  

The following are samples of resource materials that may be used to 
supplement the instructional activities in this chapter. Here is where we 
really need your help and input! Please share the materials (Slides, 
Videos, Web links, Activities, Quizzes, Journal Templates, etc.) that 
you have found effective.  Email them to us ASAP so we can include 
them with the final Chapters. Please take a moment to include a brief 
description of how you use the resource and student response and 
learning you have witnessed when you use them.  THANK YOU for 
helping us to make this document the best resource for the Driver 
Education Teachers and Students in our State! 
 
Lesson 11.1 Space, Vision Time Activities 
Lesson 11.1 Power Point Presentation 
Lesson 11.1 Video(s) 
Lesson 11.1 Short Quiz 
Lesson 11.1 Supporting BTW Activity 
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Lesson 11.1 Space, Vision, Time Activities 
Activity 1 
 
 
                                                                    Teacher 
  X X X X X X X X X 
  X X X X X X X X X 
  X X X X X X X X X 
  X X X X X X X X X 
                                                                               Students 
Activity 2 
 
 
       
 
         
                                
 
 
 
 
Students 
                         X   X   X   X 
  X   X   X   X 
            X   X   X   X 
Instructions: In the first part of activity one students are instructed to walk with their heads 
down in a straight line. In the second part of the exercise the students are instructed to walk 
that same straight line with head and eyes up and out. Quiz the student on which head/eye 
position they believe is most effective when driving. 
In activity two line leaders are asked to walk a straight line with the rest of the line following 
them. Once the leader begins walking, the next person in line counts one thousand one, one 
thousand two and begins to walk. This action repeats down the line. Student is asked to 
maintain this 2 second following by using the counting method distance through the duration 
of the walk, using the cones as a marker to recheck the following distance. Leaders can change 
speeds to see if line followers continue to maintain this critical 2 second following distance. 
Quiz the students on why it is important to maintain this important margin while driving. 
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 Lesson 11.1 Power Point 
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Lesson 11.1 Short Quiz 
 
Name________________________________     Date________ 
 
True or False 

1. At speeds of over 45 mph you should look ahead a minimum of 20 seconds.  T 

2. You do not need a following distance at speed under 30 MPH. F- you need 2 seconds 

3. A two second following distance is acceptable when driving on icy roads. F- should have 

8 

4. The E in SIPDE basically means using one of the 3 controls of your car. T 

5. The most important part of the Smith system is applying it to your everyday driving. T 

6. Visual lead time decreases as speed increases. F -VLD increases as speed increases 

7. A good following distance gives you plenty of time to react to the actions of the car 

ahead. T 

Short Answer 
8. What does the P stand for in the SIPDE system? Predict 

9. What step in the Smith System is most closely related to Search in the SIPDE system? 

Get the Big Picture 

10. What car control is most often used to avoid a collision? The Brake 
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Lesson 11.1 Supporting BTW Activity 
 

Instructions: In this laboratory Behind the Wheel session students will 
demonstrate their knowledge of visual lead time and following distance. 
Students will calculate visual lead times and following distances using the 
counting method at different vehicle speeds. Students will explain why it is 
important to look far ahead down the road while at the same time maintaining 
a critical following distance (“space cushion.”) 
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Lesson 11.1 Suggested Videos 
 
AAA - Using Your Eyes Effectively  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dOUIqszqNpM 
AAA - Visual Perception 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C8YS8rwWwbI 
AAA - Managing Time and Space AAA  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EMJJmNW6iu0 
Vision and SIPDE YOU TUBE 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lABkNzdVjew 
On the Road FORD Series Video 2 
 
 
 

 
 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dOUIqszqNpM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C8YS8rwWwbI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EMJJmNW6iu0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lABkNzdVjew
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Lesson 11.2 In-Car Observation 
 
Name___________________________                  Date_______ 
 
Instructions: The objective of the driver observation is to begin to observe many different 
driving settings and note how driving strategies change as traffic density increases and speed 
of the vehicle increases. Bring a notebook on the drive to write down your observations on 
the following items: How does driving strategy change when driving in different driving 
settings? How does driving skill change with changes in vehicular speed? How does driving 
change as traffic and population increases or decreases? Use concepts from previous lessons 
such as following distance and visual lead time in your note taking. 
 
Notes: 
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Lesson11.2 Self-Reflection 
 
Name___________________________     Date_______ 
 
Instructions: Once you have compiled their notes from the drive. It is time to  reflect on some 
of the more important driving strategies they observed as well as some things you may have 
done differently if they you driving the vehicle. 
 
Notes: 
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Lesson 11.2 Journal Activity 
 
Name_____________________________       Date_______ 
 
 
Instructions: Use your notes from the observation drive in combination with your self-
reflection to compile a list of best practices. Visual lead time and following distances changes 
should be noted as they relate to vehicle speed. Also be sure to record in your journal any 
adaptations in driving as they relate to different traffic density environments. 
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Lesson 11.2 Power Point 
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Lesson 11.2 Suggested Videos 
 
Freeway Driving AAA YOU TUBE 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kE1c7YQkwZ8 
Road Rules 4 Way Intersections YOU TUBE 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xiWFe0YKTzk 
City Driving- AIM Media 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kE1c7YQkwZ8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xiWFe0YKTzk
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Lesson 11.2 Short Quiz 
 
Name______________________________     Date_________ 
 
Fill-Ins 

What are the guidelines for managing visibility, time and space in city driving? Give 2 
examples for each category. 

1. Visibility___________________________________________________ 

2. Time______________________________________________________ 

3. Space_____________________________________________________ 

Visibility- pedestrians, large trucks, check mirrors, 12 second visual lead time, signs and 
signals. 
Time- reduced speed, Use SIPDE system, dense traffic scan roads, and cover brake 
Space- 2 second following distance, see and be seen, watch between parked cars 
True or False 

4. Traffic is generally lighter on rural roads. T 

5. Rural Roads have more traffic lights than city streets. F- less 

6. All rural roads have shoulders. F- many do not 

7. The middle lane is the best choice on the freeway if you are traveling at the 

speed of traffic. T- You also have two escape routes! 

8. Driving as a loner is a good practice on an expressway. T- Less can go wrong! 

9. Following Distance decreases on an expressway. F-increases 4 seconds or more 

10. It is a smart practice to find your gap while on the ramp when entering an 

expressway. T 
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Lesson 11.2 Supporting BTW Activity 
 

Instructions: The next three BTW sessions students will 
demonstrate their knowledge of the highway transportation 
system by driving in three separate settings; rural, city and 
expressway. On completion of the three sessions students will 
react and note the changes in speed, control devices, and the 
traffic density of each drive. 
 
 

Notes: 
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Lesson 11.3 Group Activity 
 
Name____________________________________________   Date________ 
Instructions: Divide into small groups of around 5 or 6 students. Hand out a paper that 
describes weather or a climate condition that could affect your visibility while driving. Your 
group will be tasked with compiling a list of strategies they could use to help them minimize 
risk in each situation. The list should include strategies to incorporate before and during a 
drive.   
Possible Visibility Problems: 

1. Glare from Sun 

 
 

2. Night Driving 

 
 

3. Rain 

 
 

4. Snow 

 
 

5. Fog 

 
 

6. Sand or Dust 
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Lesson 11.3 Power Point 
 

 

Lesson 11.3 Suggested Videos 
 
Driving in Bad Weather AAA You Tube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nZ4w7enWbos 
Driving at Night AAA You Tube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SXHcrULDJro 
Make Winter Driving Safer AAA You Tube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hVp4N5Dmruc 
When the Sun Sets- Ford Driving Series Video 4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nZ4w7enWbos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SXHcrULDJro
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hVp4N5Dmruc
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Lesson 11.3 Short Quiz 
 
Name__________________________________     Date______ 
 
Multiple Choice 

1. You can lessen the risk created by the suns glare by: 

a. Turning your headlights on 

b. Wearing sun glasses 

c. Driving at higher speeds 

2. Using your high beams in fog can: 

a. Can increase your visibility 

b. Decrease your visibility 

c. Help you to be seen 

3. Driving faster than your headlights project is called: 

a. Point of no return 

b. Velocitization 

c. Overdriving your headlights 

4. Dirty Headlights 

a) Limit your visibility 

b) Will lessen the chance of glare 

c) Increase your visibility 

5. What can you do to increase your visibility behind a large truck: 

a. Increase your following distance 

b. Decrease your following distance 

c. Turn on your headlights 

True False 
6. You may use your headlights on rural roads when no other cars are around. T 

7. The white right edge marking can help direct your travel at night. T 

8. You should decrease your following distance when driving at night. F- increase 

9. The suns glare is most dangerous at dusk. F-at Dawn and early morning 

10. You can decrease windshield fog by using your defroster. T 
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Lesson 11.3 Supporting BTW Activity 
 

Instructions: In this behind the wheel session students will demonstrate 
their knowledge of “blind spots” and how they affect their driving. While 
the Driver Education vehicle is parked, instructor will have 2 students 
stand in the two critical “blind spots” off the right and left fenders of their 
car, while a third in the driver’s seat tries to spot them in the rear view 
mirror. During the actual drive students will perform lateral maneuvers 
executing a blind spot check before moving. At the conclusion of the lesson 
have the students reflect on the importance of blind spot checks during all 
lateral maneuvers. 
 
 
 


